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"Palestinian Refugee from Syria Appeal for Urgent Treatment in
Lebanon"
•

UNRWA Delegation Pops in Daraa Camp, Residents Urge Reconstruction

•

Students of UNRWA-Run School at Husainiya Camp Sound Alarm over Transportation Crisis

•

UNRWA Announces Distribution of Cash Aids for Palestinians from Syria

Latest Developments
Palestinian refugee from Syria Mohamed Eid, aged 22 and displaced
from Yarmouk Camp in Syria to AlRashidiya Camp in Sour, south of
Lebanon, has appealed for urgent intervention to help him secure
fees for a much-needed surgery to treat his hip bone fractures.
AlEid, who is expected to undergo a surgery in Jabal Amel Hospital,
said treatment fees cost up to $7,960. $1,788 will be contributed by
UNRWA, $300 by Tamkeen Association, and $800 by the Social
Insurance Fund.

Eid is left with a critical need of $5,000 to cover treatment bills,
which far exceed his capacity to shell them out.
Meanwhile, students enrolled at AlAqsa School, run by
UNRWA, in AlHusainiya refugee camp called on UNRWA and the
other concerned authorities to work on securing means of transport
to and back from school.
The residents said they have been forced to accompany their
children at daybreak and fetch them home from school after the end
of the morning shift. Long distances and scorching heat have made

the situation quite exhausting both for the students and their
families.
Another resident said she found no other choice than to move her
daughter to a state-run school in AlSayeda Zeinab for fear that her
daughter might be kidnapped or harassed by delinquents on her way
to school.

Sometime earlier, residents of AlHusainiya Camp railed against the
exacerbated educational services in the area and appealed to
UNRWA and school headmasters to take urgent action.
Meanwhile, a delegation of UNRWA staff members and the
director of the General Authority of Palestinian Arab Refugees
showed up in Daraa Camp on September 15 to inspect the progress
of vital services in the area.
Activists called on UNRWA to work on reconstructing their camp
and rehabilitate infrastructure so as to allow displaced residents a
safe access to their homes.
A mass exodus from Daraa Camp occurred as a result of the deadly
shelling rocking the area. Government onslaughts on the camp

using missiles and explosive barrels led to the destruction of 80% of
civilian buildings and facilities.
At the same time, UNRWA announced its intent to distribute
the third batch of its cash aids for Palestinians from Syria as of
October 15, 2018 until December 23, 2018.
Every single family member registered on the list of normal cases
will receive 25,000 Syrian Pounds. Those taking refuge in UNRWA
shelters will receive a sum of 15,000 Syrian Pounds. Cases with
special needs have been added to lists of normal cases.
Families who received cash allowances in the former aid round will
be automatically added to the list. Every family member aged 18 or
above and registered with agency is entitled to receive aids on
his/her family’s behalf.
Once the cash aids are handed over, newborns cannot be added to
the lists, the agency stated.

